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This book represents the first in a projected series of six volumes documenting Hilbert’s work on the foundations
of mathematics, understood in a broad sense as an enterprise impinging on all exact knowledge. Drawing on extant
manuscripts prepared by Hilbert and his pupils, this editorial project aims to provide a full account of his foundational
pursuits as documented in unpublished sources from his lecture courses. Since Hilbert’s research on the foundations of
geometry opened his way to wider applications of axiomatic methods to other branches of mathematics and physics,
it is fitting that this series should begin with his work in this field. Most of the texts in this particular volume were
described two decades ago in Michael Toepell’s pioneering study of Hilbert’s road to his Grundlagen der Geometrie
[Toepell, 1986], a volume that remains an indispensable source for studies of this topic.
During the 1890s, Hilbert absorbed a number of comparatively recent innovations in research on the foundations of
geometry. Building on this work, he sought to modernize that most ancient of all exact sciences, Euclidean geometry.
These efforts culminated in 1899 with the publication of his now classic Grundlagen der Geometrie, a text that
actually underwent numerous revisions up through the seventh edition in 1930, the last to appear during Hilbert’s
lifetime. Since its appearance in 1899 in a Festschrift honoring Gauss and Weber, the original edition has become
exceedingly rare. Its republication in the present volume thus makes a most welcome addition to the source material
for studies on the history of geometry.
Several other unpublished sources in this volume also make interesting reading. Each of its six chapters presents
one or more texts documenting Hilbert’s geometrical pursuits over the course of these 12 years. The first two chapters
contain texts based on manuscripts written by Hilbert for lecture courses offered in Königsberg: one on projective
geometry (1891) and another on projective non-Euclidean geometry (1894). The texts in Chapter 3 stem from two short
holiday courses taught by Hilbert in Göttingen in 1896 and 1898, in which he offered a hodgepodge of geometrical
results. Chapters 4 and 5 take us into the heart of his first truly intensive work on foundations of geometry.
After his appointment in Göttingen in December 1894, Hilbert was immersed in research on algebraic number
theory that led to his famous Zahlbericht (1897). As a consequence, his deep interest in foundations of geometry
remained nearly invisible. But Hilbert’s career was full of dramatic turns, and Otto Blumenthal recalled how he and
other students in the master’s circle were puzzled when they learned that their mentor had announced a course on
“Elements of Euclidean Geometry” for the winter semester of 1898–1899; until then he had never hinted to them that
he was interested in anything other than algebraic number fields [Blumenthal, 1935, 402]. Chapter 4 contains two
manuscripts from this course: Hilbert’s original notes followed by an Ausarbeitung prepared by Hans Schaper. The
latter was reproduced and, according to Blumenthal, circulated widely among Hilbert’s students and admirers in and
outside Göttingen. By this time, however, Hilbert was in hot pursuit of the key ideas that would emerge in print in his
famous Festschrift article, reproduced in Chapter 5.
The sixth and final chapter presents Hilbert’s 1902 lecture course, which contains additional results on the foun-
dations of non-Euclidean geometry. Here we find Hilbert laying some of the groundwork for the famous article he
published one year later on this subject. A most valuable appendix gives a full list of all courses taught by Hilbert
from 1886 to 1934 with accompanying references to related manuscript material. Editorial notes have been placed
at the end of each text in order to indicate minor emendations to the original, followed by a detailed description of
the physical manuscript. While these philological matters add to the volume’s bulk, the lack of an index represents a
serious handicap for potential users.
The editors have clearly taken great care in their handling of this source material, making this important collection
of texts finally accessible to the wider community of historians of mathematics. The volume as a whole, however, is
not beyond reproach, particularly in view of the larger goal of the series, namely to document Hilbert’s foundational
interests in general. For a broad overview of how Hilbert’s work in foundations of geometry was intimately tied to his
larger vision of the axiomatic method and its role in systematizing various branches of physics, readers should turn to
the excellent study [Corry, 2004].
Historians of mathematics acquainted with this field will surely be baffled to see how little the present book con-
tains regarding important work that strongly influenced Hilbert’s researches. This is not to say that the editors have
disregarded all such influences. Thus in Chapter 1, which presents Hilbert’s notes from his 1891 course, they empha-
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size that his early interest in synthetic projective geometry closely followed a textbook by Theodor Reye. In Chapter 2,
where they struggled to produce a text from Hilbert’s notes for an 1894 course on projective non-Euclidean geome-
try, they point to its more axiomatic spirit, inspired by the work of Moritz Pasch. Yet in his 34-page introduction to
Chapter 4, Michael Hallett barely alludes to the contemporary work described in Toepell’s study.
In their commentary on Hilbert’s presentation of the theorems of Desargues and Pascal, the editors offer no hints
about how he became interested in their foundational role. This is especially surprising considering that Otto Blumen-
thal made this story famous in his biographical essay on Hilbert [Blumenthal, 1935]. As Hilbert’s first doctoral student
in Göttingen, he presumably heard about this firsthand, though by 1935 the punch line must have long been part of the
local mathematical lore. At a DMV meeting in 1891 Hilbert heard a lecture by Hermann Wiener (the editors allude to
this event in a footnote on page 91) [Wiener, 1891]. Abuzz with excitement, Hilbert allegedly proclaimed to a group
of listeners afterwards that the axioms of geometry would be just as valid if one replaced the undefined terms “point,
line, and plane” with “table, chair, and beer mug” [Blumenthal, 1935, 402].
Although this anecdote rings true—Hilbert loved to make wild-sounding claims—it gives a misleading impression
of what his initial excitement was all about. Blumenthal no doubt related this event in order to suggest that Hilbert
already had something in mind like the implicit definitions that appear in Grundlagen der Geometrie. Even if this
were so, this surely was not the main point of interest for Hilbert at the time. In his lecture, Wiener discussed the
central importance of pure incidence theorems (Schliessungssätze) in developing an abstract system of theorems valid
for practically all types of geometries. As a key example, he pointed to the theorems of Desargues and Pappus (Wiener
referred to the latter as Pascal’s theorem for two lines, as did Hilbert afterward in Grundlagen der Geometrie). These
two classic results, Wiener asserted, could be used to prove the fundamental theorem of projective geometry and
thereby develop a new system of geometry, an approach that required no appeal to continuity principles [Wiener,
1893]. Continuity was precisely the main problem Hilbert would struggle with in his 1894 lecture course, presented
in Chapter 2. But then he encountered a roadblock.
As Toepell describes, these concerns surely lay dormant in the back of Hilbert’s mind for several years. They were
then suddenly reactivated in early 1898 when Friedrich Schur showed how to prove Pappus’s theorem without em-
ploying assumptions about continuity. A synopsis of these events and their significance can be found in [Rowe, 1997].
Since no one has challenged Toepell’s account of Hilbert’s early work on foundations of geometry, an interpretation
I described at some length in [Rowe, 1997] for the benefit of those who do not read German, it is disconcerting to
see how the editors simply ignore this already well-documented interpretation. What they offer in its place can hardly
qualify as a serious rival, and in places their commentaries badly distort Hilbert’s objectives, as exemplified by the
commentary on his 1894 lecture course on projective non-Euclidean geometry.
In April 1893, Hilbert wrote Minkowski about his plans for a course on non-Euclidean geometry [Blumenthal,
1935, 403], an idea that came to fruition one year later. The manuscript for this course, transcribed in Chapter 2,
reveals its clear structure, showing that Hilbert aimed to give a detailed picture of how metric geometries can be derived
within the context of complex projective geometry. Yet in his introduction to Chapter 2, Ulrich Majer writes as if this
course and the one Hilbert offered in Göttingen in 1898 had essentially the same objective. Thus he emphasizes the
“forward-looking” features of the text—its five groups of axioms and the introduction of the number concept—paying
scant attention to the topic Hilbert was actually pursuing, namely the projective approach to non-Euclidean geometry
first presented by Felix Klein in the early 1870s [Klein, 1921, 241–305]. In this connection, Majer merely alludes
to Hilbert’s immediate source, the revised edition of Clebsch–Lindemann [Clebsch, 1891] (Ferdinand Lindemann,
Hilbert’s former mentor in Königsberg, edited an earlier edition that was published in 1876). These foundational
concerns, however, can be traced back to the pioneering work of K.G.C. Staudt, whose purely synthetic approach
to projective geometry led to a deeper probing of the continuum. Staudt introduced projective coordinates, without
appealing to an underlying metric, a possibility that enabled Klein to use Cayley’s projective metric as a means for
introducing various types of metrics, Euclidean or not. (These complex developments are carefully described in a
forthcoming study by Philippe Nabonnand.)
Clearly, Hilbert was only exploring various avenues toward the foundations of geometry at this time (see his intro-
ductory remarks and the literature list given in an appendix, pp. 124–126). Thus his manuscript contains a personal
remark: “if I teach it again, then first Euclidean geometry,” and, indeed, he did so afterward. But in 1894 he devoted
far more attention to the hyperbolic case, i.e., classical non-Euclidean geometry. As Blumenthal observed, the fruits
of this effort came in the form of a generalization of Klein’s model, which utilized the interior of a conic in the pro-
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jective plane, to the case of an arbitrary convex figure. In this new geometry, the straight lines are the shortest distance
between two points, a condition that Hilbert later posed as an axiom for further exploration in his fourth Paris problem.
Needless to say, none of these circumstances are mentioned in Majer’s commentary. Instead he overplays the
parallels between this course and the one on Euclidean geometry from 1898–1899, while downplaying their striking
differences. When he writes that “Hilbert later distanced himself considerably from this approach” (p. 70), the reviewer
can only nod in agreement. Hilbert surely did want to forge a way to Euclidean geometry, but that was not his objective
in this exploratory lecture. I see no reason that this effort should be viewed as a misguided precursor to his Grundlagen
der Geometrie.
The editors also missed the chance to comment on some interesting remarks made by Hilbert with regard to the
geometry of space. As pointed out in [Corry, 2004], Hilbert accepted the traditional view that the geometry of physical
space was Euclidean. At the same time, he kept an open mind to the possibility that science might one day prove by
means of precise optical measurements that the sum of the angles in a triangle deviated slightly from 180◦. In the
closing parts of his lecture course, he sharply criticized the views of an earlier Göttingen philosopher, Hermann
Lotze, who had argued on a priori grounds against the possibility that the geometry of space was hyperbolic. For
Hilbert, this was a scandalous abuse of authority that seemed to stem from “disciplinary jealousy, as if the philosopher
wanted to hem in all progress made by researchers in the exact sciences” (p. 120).
Perhaps the single greatest service performed by the editors is the care they took in showing how the original
Festschrift edition of Grundlagen der Geometrie was altered in the years immediately following. To take account
of changes in content and style that Hilbert later introduced in his Grundlagen der Geometrie, they have included
footnotes that present all words and passages from the 1902 edition not found in the original 1899 publication. This
has the advantage that the numerous deviations become immediately apparent, though at the price of giving Chapter 5
a rather cluttered appearance—especially when the reader is confronted with three different types of footnotes on the
same page. Still, experts will surely appreciate the opportunity to compare the Festschrift edition with the version
from 1902. The same holds for the appendix to Chapter 5, which contains that portion of the French translation of
the Festschrift in which Hilbert presented his famous Vollständigkeitsaxiom for the first time. This subtle postulate
enabled him to offer a set of axioms for synthetic geometry that corresponded to Cartesian geometry, Hilbert’s term
for ordinary analytic geometry over the field of real numbers, which he characterized axiomatically as a complete
ordered field.
Taken together, the material in Chapters 4 and 5 composes more than half of the present volume, and the editors
are to be applauded for documenting so carefully Hilbert’s work on foundations of geometry during the critical years
of 1898–1899. Their efforts with respect to subsequent developments, on the other hand, can only be described as
inadequate and disappointing. When Hilbert added his later work on foundations of geometry as appendices to the
various editions of Grundlagen der Geometrie, he surely did so in order to bring his broader geometrical interests
into view. These, however, receive only slight attention in the present volume, even though the editors do explicitly
acknowledge the “catholicity of Hilbert’s approach to geometry” (p. 537) in their closing commentary to Chapter 6,
which deals with Hilbert’s 1902 lecture course on foundations of geometry. But here one finds only a few scant remarks
about Hilbert’s interest in refining the work of Lie on the Riemann–Helmholtz space problem. There is no reference to
Hilbert’s fifth Paris problem, his first breakthrough in 1902, the impact of these ideas for the foundations of topology,
and their connection with Hermann Weyl’s theory of Riemann surfaces. Nor is any notice taken of Hilbert’s own
programmatic remarks about this radically different approach to foundations of geometry based on transformation
groups and the principle of continuity. This illustrates a major weakness in the commentaries, namely the editors’
failure to take account of those parts of Hilbert’s geometrical research that fall outside the immediate boundaries of
this particular collection of texts.
These criticisms aside, however, the lasting achievement of having presented a carefully edited collection of
Hilbert’s lecture manuscripts on the foundations of geometry deserves high praise. These texts offer scholars a rare
glimpse into Hilbert’s workshop, the closest we can really come to imagining what his courses were actually like for
those who watched him at the blackboard. A full picture of Hilbert’s extraordinary mathematical activity can only
emerge once the source material documenting his lecture courses becomes accessible to the scholarly community.
This being the case, one must hope that the remaining volumes in this series, which have been in preparation for many
years, will follow fairly soon.
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Pursuit of Genius: Flexner, Einstein, and the Early Faculty at the Institute for Advanced Study
By Steve Batterson. Wellesley, MA (A K Peters). 2006. ISBN 978-1-56881-259-5. xi + 301 pp. $39.00
The book under review, shortened here to Pursuit, is topologist Steven Lee Batterson’s second foray into the history
of mathematics, both inspired by personal associations. The first [Batterson, 2000], a biography of his academic
grandfather Stephen Smale, was motivated by a visit with Smale at Berkeley in 1990 to pursue a common interest
in the theory of computation. One of the sections in the biography was devoted to the Institute for Advanced Study
(sometimes shortened in this review to the Institute or just IAS) and, though Batterson does not state it in his latest
venture, he probably developed the idea for the present book while writing the first one. In that work the author
described the Institute as “the ultimate ivory tower” [Batterson, 2000, 47] and “a utopia for thought” [Batterson,
2000, 48], where a few select scholars pursue a life of “total immersion in research” [Batterson, 2000, 48]. He also
mentioned the Institute’s “rich symbiosis” [Batterson, 2000, 47] with Princeton University. At that time, the primary
sources available on the history of the Institute were two well-known papers [Aspray, 1989, Borel, 1989] and an
unpublished dissertation that examined its establishment in considerable depth [Porter, 1988].
Batterson spent 1980–1981 as a visitor at the Institute 10 years before his inspirational meeting with Smale. More-
over, he devoured the autobiography of the IAS founder [Flexner, 1940] while maintaining a healthy skepticism toward
the rosy picture painted in two chapters devoted to its founding and the early staffing. However, attempts to examine
archival material were thwarted by the Institute, which, at the time, limited access even to a two-volume, 715-page
manuscript of the Institute’s history written by Beatrice Stern [Stern, 1964]. Happily, restrictions on access to the Stern
manuscript have been relaxed appreciably since then, and today the staff not only willingly provides access to it but
readily makes photocopies of requested pages. Drawing on numerous sources, several other archives, and interviews
with surviving principal figures, Batterson has produced a book destined to become the source on the history of the
Institute, particularly its School of Mathematics.
